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Details of Visit:

Author: JFL370
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 28 Sep 2009 11.30
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Chloe - Independent English Redhead
Website: http://www.chloe.moonfruit.com/what-i-do/4594284920
Phone: 07742886772

The Premises:

Firstly the owners of Annabellas really do need to take a trip to Sandys Superstars in Manchester to
see how a professional parlour is run, throughout my time there we had constant banging of doors,
very loud talking amongst the girls and clients, a receptionist who walked the corridor talking loudly
into a phone, and I assume a communal shower, the bedroom is very small with bed ends on the
bed, how is a 6'2'' guy supposed to perform RO I don't know, not exactly a good impression or
condusive to a good relaxing time.

The Lady:

Well sorry but Chloe is neither mid 30's or a size 12, more like mid 40's and 14/16 sizewise, there
was very little convesation during our time

The Story:

This punt was so very disappointing, there was very little communication between us, we started off
with a kiss and cuddle but Chloe does need to use a different mouthwash, or she's a smoker, her
breath was quite bad, a quick session of cramped RO, those bed ends again, with fake moans and
pretend to come secenario, some fairly good OWO after half a tube of ky jelly was applied to my
privates, to be honest by this time I wanted to leave, a quick 2 position shag and I made myself
come.

Now this was all completed within 20 mins of a 1 hour punt despite me telling Chloe it was a cum
once booking, so a short average massage followed just to fill some time, with the other half of the
tube of ky jelly applied to my back. I got dressed and left and was back in my car 40 mins after I had
left to go to the booking.

After an average booking with Carla on friday then if this is the best example of a down south
parlour then all you guys seriously need to move north. My only two experiences of the HOD empire
this weekend and one I will not be repeating.
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Service Provider's Rebuttal

Chloe writes:

Firsly I must say that there were no doors banging during this appointment as the rooms were all in
use. The receptionist does not walk up and down the hallway talking on the phone out of respect for
the clients who are in appointments.

This client was given the only room available at the time of his arrival, which is a double bedroom
(as are all the rooms here). We do have larger rooms but they were all in use. This client was most
certainly no where near 6ft 2" as I am 5ft 8 and wearing 4 inch heels I was looking down on him by
more than a couple of inches. I do try to engage my clients in conversation but it is rather difficult
when someone does not really respond. I asked the guy how many times he would be able to come
during the appointment and he informed me that 'nowadays once was it for him', fair enough. I do
offer dfk but this guys lips felt sticky and gluey so I did refrain from using my tongue despite him
trying several times to push his tongue into my mouth. If I had bad breath then why would he
continuosly do this. I then asked what in particular he liked to do, his favourite things to which he
said "dunno, most things really, nothing weird". After two minutes of RO he stopped and I offered to
return the favour, I did have to stop several times as the guy told me he was on the edge and
complimented me on how good I was at oral. After 20 minutes I took a breather and asked what
else he wanted to do for a little while (as I didn't want him to come yet as we had only been in the
appointment for 30 minutes). He said that he wanted the condom on as my bj had made him so
horny. He said he wanted to fuck doggy, which we did for about 5 minutes then he came and told
me that he hadnt meant to come so quick. I cleaned him up and offered a massage which I gave
with baby lotion, as always unless requested not too. I offered to massage his bum and legs as he
was stretched out on the bed (feet not butting up against the bottom of the bedstead) but he
declined saying that my massage was so soothing that he was almost asleep already and that he
had to get going as he had a meeting. I offered him the use of the shower so he would be nice and
fresh for his meeting but he declined. I would like to say that I always put 110% into giving my
clients the best possible time with me as my honest and correct field reports show and am very
disappointed that this guy has been so dishonest in his field report about me.

Just one more little thing, I'm size 12/14, depends where I buy my clothes and I am in my thirties.
xxx
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